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Part-of-speech tagging (POS)

• Whether CWRs capture basic syntax

人称代名词
动词（现在时态，
第三人称单数） 名词（复数） 介词 限定词 名词（单数）

她在海边卖贝壳



CCG supertagging (CCG)
• The vectors’ fine-grained information about the syntactic roles of words in 

context.
• CCG is lexicalized grammar formalism that has two kinds of categories: 
• atomic categories (S, N, NP, and PP for sentence, nouns, noun phrases 

and prepositional phrases, respectively)
• complex categories that contain two parts: an argument and a result, denoted by 

slashes (‘\’ or ‘/’) indicating whether the argument is expected to lie to the right or 
left

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0925231217319124



Syntactic constituency ancestor tagging
• The vectors’ knowledge of hierarchical syntax.
• Constituent parsing is a core problem in NLP where the goal is to obtain the 

syntactic structure of sentences expressed as a phrase structure tree.
• For a given word, the probing model is trained to predict the constituent label of 

its parent (Parent), grandparent (GParent), or great-grandparent (GGParent) in 
the phrase-structure tree (from the PTB).



Semantic tagging task (ST)

疑问 程度 现在时态 确切

https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/5322/d6d76dbba156ab357dfa58330cc84c425e6c.pdf

• Tokens are assigned labels that reflect their semantic role in context.
• These semantic tags assess lexical semantics.



Preposition supersense disambiguation

• This task is a specialized kind of word sense disambiguation, and 
examines one facet of lexical semantic knowledge.
• The model is trained and evaluated on single-token prepositions 

(rather than making a decision for every token in a sequence).



Event factuality (EF) task

• Labeling phrases with the factuality of the events they describe
• The model is trained to predict a (non)factuality value in the range 

[−3, 3].
• This task is treated as a regression problem, where a prediction is 

made only for tokens corresponding to events (rather than every 
token in a sequence).

leaving did not happen
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Syntactic chunking (Chunk)

• Whether CWR s contain notions of spans and boundaries
• Segment text into shallow constituent chunks.



Named entity recognition (NER)

• Whether CWRs encode information about entity types.



Grammatical error detection (GED)
• Whether embeddings encode features that indicate anomalies in their input
• Task of identifying tokens which need to be edited in order to produce a 

grammatically correct sentence.



Conjunct identification (Conj)
• Requires highly specific syntactic knowledge.
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Pairwise Relations
• Examine whether relationships between words are encoded in CWRs.
• Syntactic dependency arc prediction

• The model is trained to predict whether the sentence’s syntactic dependency parse 
contains a dependency arc two words

• syntactic dependency arc classification
• The model is trained to predict the type of syntactic relation that link them (the label 

on that dependency arc).
• Semantic dependency arc prediction
• Semantic dependency arc classification
• Coreference arc prediction

• The model is trained to predict whether two entities corefer from their CWRs.
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ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models)



OpenAI GPT(Generative Pre-trained Transformer)



BERT(Bidirectional Encoder Representations 
from Transformers)



Contextualizers
• ELMo (original) uses a 2-layer LSTM
• ELMo (4 layer) uses a 4-layer LSTM
• ELMo (transformer) uses a 6-layer transformer
• OpenAI transformer is a left-to-right 12-layer transformer language 

model
• BERT (base, cased), which uses a 12-layer transformer
• BERT (large, cased), which uses a 24-layer transformer



Probing Model
• Use a linear model as our probing model; limiting its capacity enables us to focus 

on what information can be easily extracted from CWRs.

freezing
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Results and Discussion

• The Best layerwise linear probing model for each contextualizer. 
• A GloVe-based linear probing baseline.
• The previous state of the art.(SOTA)



Results and Discussion

• In all cases, CWRs perform significantly better than the noncontextual baseline.



Results and Discussion

• Probing models rivaling or exceeding the performance of (often carefully tuned 
and task-specific) state-of-the-art models.



Results and Discussion

• ELMo (4-layer) and ELMo (original) are essentially even, though both recurrent 
models outperform ELMo (transformer).



Results and Discussion

• OpenAI transformer significantly underperforms the ELMo models and BERT. Given that it is also 
the only model trained in a unidirectional (left-to-right) fashion, this reaffirms that 
bidirectionality is a crucial component for the highestquality contextualizers

• The OpenAI transformer is the only model trained on lowercased text, which hinders its 
performance on tasks like NER.



Results and Discussion

• BERT significantly improves over the ELMo and OpenAI models.



Results and Discussion

• Current methods for CWR do not capture much transferable information 
about entities and coreference phenomena in their input



Probing Failures

• The CWR simply does not encode the pertinent information or any predictive 
correlates

• The probing model does not have the capacity necessary to extract the information 
or predictive correlates from the vector.



Probing Failures

Adding more parameters 
to the probing model

Task-trained LSTM

Full-featured model

ELMo (original) pretrained contextualizer



Probing Failures

• Adding more parameters (either by replacing the linear model with a 
MLP, or using a contextual probing model) leads to significant gains 
over the linear probing model



Probing Failures

• Very similar performance between the MLP and LSTM + Linear 
models—this indicates that the probing model simply needed more 
capacity to extract the necessary information from the CWRs.



Probing Failures

• Adding parameters as a task-trained component of our probing model leads to large gains 
over simply adding parameters to the probing model.

• This indicates that the pretrained contextualizers do not capture the information necessary 
for the task, since such information is learnable by a task-specific contextualizer.

nearly the same 
number of 
parameters 



Probing Failures

• Confirm that task-trained contextualization is important when the end task requires specific 
information that may not be captured by the pretraining task

• Such end-task specific contextualization can come from either fine-tuning CWRs or using 
fixed output features as inputs to a task-trained contextualizer



To Tune or Not to Tune? Adapting Pretrained 
Representations to Diverse Tasks

Feature based Fine tune



To Tune or Not to Tune? Adapting Pretrained 
Representations to Diverse Tasks

NER



Analyzing Layer-wise Transferability

The first layer of contextualization in 
recurrent models (original and 4-layer ELMo) 
is consistently the most transferable

Transformer-based contextualizers have no 
single most-transferable layer; the best 
performing layer for each task varies, and is 
usually near the middle.



Analyzing Layer-wise Transferability

• Higher layers in recurrent models consistently achieve lower perplexities.
• The layers of the ELMo (transformer) model do not exhibit such a monotonic 

increase. While the topmost layer is best



Analyzing Layer-wise Transferability

• Contextualizer layers trade off between encoding general and task-specific features.



Universal Language Model Fine-tuning for 
Text Classification ACL18

• The model layers are progressively unfrozen (starting 
from the final layer) during the finetuning process.

• Higher-level LSTM layers are less general (and more 
pretraining task-specific), they likely have to be 
finetuned a bit more in order to make them 
appropriately task specific.



Transferring Between Tasks

• ELMo (original) architecture
• The training data from each of the pretraining tasks 

is taken from the PTB.

• Noncontextual baseline (GloVe)
• Randomly-initialized, untrained ELMo (original) 

baseline
• The ELMo (original) model pretrained on the Billion 

Word Benchmark



Transferring Between Tasks

• Bidirectional language modeling 
pretraining is the most effective 
on average.

• Stronger results from training 
on more data (the ELMo original 
BiLM trained on the Billion 
Word Benchmark).



Transferring Between Tasks

• Pretraining on syntactic dependency arc prediction (PTB), 
CCG supertagging, chunking, the ancestor prediction tasks, 
and semantic dependency arc classification all give better 
performance than bidirectional language model pretraining.
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Multilingual BERT

• <Beto, Bentz, Becas: The Surprising Cross-Lingual Effectiveness of BERT>
• Except with data from Wikipedia in 104 languages. 
• Training makes no use of explicit cross-lingual signal
• WordPiece modeling strategy allows the model to share embeddings 

across languages
• Subsample words from languages with large Wikipedia and oversample

words from languages with small Wikipedia
• Zero shot cross-lingual transfer, also known as single source transfer, refers 

to training and selecting a model in a source language, often a high 
resource language like English, then transferring directly to a target 
language.



Does mBERT vary layer-wise?



Does mBERT retain language specific 
information?
• Since mBERT does so well at learning a crosslingual representation, it may do so by abstracting 

away from language specific information, thus losing the ability to distinguish between 
languages.

• Task：Language identification
• Across all tested layers around 96% accuracy
• mBERT needs to retain enough language-specific information to perform the cloze task and 

select language-related subwords.



Conclusion
• CWRs（上下文词表征）编码了语言的哪些feature？

• 在各类任务中，BERT>ELMo>GPT，发现“bidirectional”是这类上下文编码器的必备要素
• 相比于其他任务，编码器们在NER和纠错任务表现较差 => 没有捕获到这方面信息
• 在获得CWRs编码后，再针对任务增加MLP(relu)或者LSTM会提升效果
• 引出了问题：什么时候直接fine-tune编码器？什么时候freeze编码器，增加task-specific layer？

• 编码器中不同层的transferability是怎样变化的？
• 对于ELMo(LSTM)来说，靠前的层更transferable，靠后的层更task-specific
• 对于transformer来说，靠中间的层更transferable，但是把各个层加权起来的效果会更好
• 模型是有trade off的，在任务上表现越好，迁移性越差

• 预训练任务会对任务和transferability有怎样的影响？
• 双向语言模型预训练出来平均效果越好
• 预训练任务越接近特定任务，在特定任务的表现越好
• 预训练数据越多，表现越好



Thanks!


